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ABSTRAC:T-Heron-Allen & Earland collaborated on the study of the Foraminifera over a period
of 25 years. During this partnership they amassed a large faunal reference collection (The Type Slide
Collection) which was presented to the British Museum (Natural History) between 1926 and 1943.
An introductory biography of Edward Heron-Allen and Arthur Earland shows that they came from
very different backgrounds and had very different capabilities,but were united by a mutual interest
in foraminifera;their dedication made them the foremost British foraminiferologistsof the time. The
appearance and content of the collection are described with background information on how these
slides were: prepared. Heron-Allen & Earland’s own method of curation, using a series of detailed
indices (Keys),is also explained. The history of the Type Slide Collection, including its transfer from
Selsey to the Museum to save it from destruction, is recounted and its importance, as a national
collection, assessed.

INTRODUCTION
The: Type Slide Collection comprises faunal reference
slides, mostly Recent and some fossil, on which the taxonomic descriptions of Heron-Allen & Earland were based. It
was presented to the British Museum (Natural History)
(BMNH) between 1926 and 1943 by Heron-Allen. Since,
however, Earland was intimately concerned with much of its
preparation, the Collection is here referred to under their
joint names. There are 874 faunal slides (the numbers
usualby prefixed by the letters TS), accompanied by a series
of binders, each containing a loose-leaf Key to part of the
Collection, together with acard index. When describing new
species or varieties Heron-A.llen & Earland did not select
types in the modern sense, but based their descriptions on
suites of specimens from different localities; these specimens ,are housed in the Collection. When they did select
specimens for illustration, these are, for the most part,
mounted individually and stored separately and do not form
part of the Type Slide Collection sensu stricto. All are
housed in the Micropalaeontology Section, Department of
Palaeontology, BMNH.
This article contains a short background history on the
presentation of these slides to the BMNH, which as a collection of Recent foraminifera alone, is second only in size and
importance to the Challenger Collection of H.B. Brady. It
is also offered as a tribute to the association of the two noted
English foraminifera1 workers, Edward Heron-Allen and
Arthur Earland.
The word ‘‘type”?as used in the Heron-Allen & Earland
Type Slide Collection, it must be noted, is not used in the
modern strict sense, but as in many reference collections of
that time, implies that the specimens were, in the eyes of the
authors, “typical” of the species. That being said, because so
few lectotypes and paralectotypes have subsequently been
erected by revisers, the Collection remains an untapped
depository of syntypes of the many species and varieties
described as new by Heron-Allen and Earland during their

quarter-century partnership. It is accompanied by detailed
Keys to the slides, listing genera, species and varieties and
with the detailed locality information, gives us a valuable
insight into their understanding of the species concept and of
their curatorial methods. The Collection, furthermore, contains the only faunal record to the important publications of
Heron-Allen & Earland and of Earland concerning the
Southern Ocean and Antarctica (Discovery and Terra Nova
reports), East Africa (Kerimba Achipelago) and British
waters (Clare Island Survey, Goldseeker Cruise, Plymouth
District).
The collection contains a wealth of material, picked and
beautifully arranged. Recently, the Trochamminacea from
the Southern Ocean and Antarctica have been re-examined
by Bronnimann & Whittaker (1988). This is just the beginning. Much more awaits examination and revision by the
dedicated specialist. It is hoped that this article will stimulate
such interest.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The first intimation that Heron-Allen had presented a
large collection to the Trustees of the British Museum
(Natural History) was contained in a paper by Kirkpatrick
( 1927) entitled the “Heron-Allen Collection of Foraminifera”. He makes brief reference, however, to the gift totalling
over 17,000 slides, containing in excess of four million
specimens and which included the 874 Type Slides, but
about which there was unfortunately nothing more than a
cursory mention.
To understand the history of the Type Slide Collection it
is first necessary to examine the record of each man and the
way in which their partnership evolved and remained constant for 25 years.
Edward Heron-Allen
Heron-Allen was born on December 17th 186I . He was
well educated and was admitted Solicitor of the Supreme
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Court in 1884, retiring from practice at the age of 50. From
boyhood he had been interested in foraminifera, stimulated
by his Science Master at school to examine a foraminiferous
sand and by Geikie’s Gcolo,gy Prirnc,r. (1873) with its
illustration of foraminifera. In 1894 he produced his ProleLgoniclrrutovtutds the stucly ofChulk,fi)r-uminiff,t.unotable for
its information on simple processing and preparation techniques, so sadly lacking in the literature before that time.
He was an able scholar. showing a willingness and ability
to read French, German and Persian. He was already a
Fellow of both the Linnean and Royal Microscopical societies and counted Charles Elcock as a friend. In August I892
he had made the acquaintance of William Fortescue Millett.
I t was through the encouragement of Elcock and Millett and
also of Frederick Chapman that his interest in the Foraminifera grew. Even in 1894 he recognised the difficulty of
identifying and naming specimens, this he believed being
due to their ‘dimorphism’ and ‘intermediate forms’.
It was not until 1908 that he published his next paper.
which was written with Mr A. Earland. During the quiescent
period between 1894 and 1908, Heron-Allen had continued
to collect fossil and Recent Foraminifera, especially from the
Selsey area and has also settled into a newly built house,
“Large Acres” (now unfortunately pulled down), at Selsey,
Sussex in 1906 just 5 years before his retirement from the
Firm of Solicitors in London.
The outcome of all thiscollecting, especially in the Selsey
area, was an attempt to involve Millett in a publication.
Millett, however, was not in the best of health at the time and
was also uncertain of the merit of this investigation, so he
advised Heron-Allen to contact another experienced foraniiniferologist, Arthur Earland, who had lately produced a
paper on the Foraminifera of the Bognor shore sand (Earland,1905), an area in which Heron-Allen was also interested. It was this approach to Earland by letter in 1907, that
paved the way for the quarter century of collaboration. Their
joint association produced 38 papers and at least 200 new
species and varieties offoraminifera. Further information on
the many faceted career of Heron-Allen can be obtained from
obituaries by Earland (1943), Gregory (1943) and i n Who
Wus Who / Y 4 / - / 9 5 0 (edited by Adam & Charles Black,
1952). Fig. 1 reproduces a portrait of Heron-Allen made
when he was in his sixties.
Arthur Earland
Earland was born on 3rd November 1866. Receiving only
a formal education he entered the Post Office Savings Bank
Department of the Civil Service at the age of 19, rising to be
its Assistant Controller by his retirement in 1926.
Hedley’s (1958) obituary tells us much about his early
life. Evidently he had declined a university education. In
about 1887, on his own volition, he had become interested in
objects as seen under the microscope and his interest perhaps
encouraged him, in 189 I , to join the Quekett Microscopical
Club, there to meet others of like mind. It was here he met
his mentor Edward Halkyard (whose manuscript on the Blue
Marl of Biarritz was to be edited for posthumous publication
by Heron-Allen & Earland in 1919) and it was he who
encouraged Earland to study the Foraminifera. The dates of
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this meeting varies between sources. The Quekett obituary
(Morley-Jones, 1958) says he joined the Club in 1891 and
then met Halkyard (Hedley, 1958),but in the introduction by
the editors of the Blue Marl paper, they say he met Halkyard
at the Royal Microscopical Society between 1885 and 1888.
Whatever the truth of the matter, Halkyard had a most
important role in channelling his initial interest. Earland
reciprocated in aiding Halkyard by collecting Recent foraminifera from Jersey (Halkyard, 19 19: v). About the time that
he joined the Quekett, he published his first paper on foraminifera (from Malta; Earland & Cook, 1891), so it would
seem that he had begun to study foraminifera before this date.
He proceeded to produce papers at regular intervals until
1957, a year before his death.
In 1908 he published his first paper with Edward HeronAllen, a person he found to be an untiring enthusiast, a man
of boundless energy and acharming host. A letter addressed
to Cameron Ovey in the files of the Micropalaeontology
Section, Department of Palaeontology, British Museum
(Natural History) gives a rare insight into the working of this
partnership. He, Earland, provided identifications, described
new species, supervised artists and made up the plates.
Heron-Allen provided the money, assembled manuscripts,
proof-read and arranged specimens. When compiling the
Type Slide Collection they worked together at the same
table, Earland calling out the names and positions on the
slide, Heron-Allen writing the information in the Keys
(indices). Although they both picked and sorted, Earland
admitted himself, that he disliked “spade work”.
In 1933 the partnership ceased, partly because of HeronAllen’s illness and other personal problems. Earland, having
vainly tried to make Heron-Allen reconsider his decision not
to finish the Antarctic study ( D i s c m w y Reports) with him,
was left to complete parts 2-4 (Earland, 1933, 1934, 1936)
alone. Communication may not have entirely ceased as
Earland seemed to be aware of the work being done by his
erstwhile colleague.
Theobituaries (MacFayden, 1959; Hedley, 1958; MorelyJones. 1958) record Earland as a painstaking and accurate
worker with little interest in foraminifera1 classification and
a detestation of the Rules of Nomenclature. He had an eye
for detail and in interest in ccology. A fall hastened his death
at the age o f 9 I in 1958. breaking the remaining link with the
Brady era.
A photograph of Earland taken when he was 60 is reproduced in Fig. 2.

THE TYPE SLIDE COLLECTION
1. Date of presentation of the Collection
In a copy of part of his Will (dated 19th October 1915).
Heron-Allen made his wishes clearly known to the British
Museum (Natural History). He left all his books, microscopes, apparatus, specimens and materials of every kind
connected with the Foraminifera to Arthur Earland during
his lifetime and, after Earland’s death, to the Museum.
Earland could make them over to the Museum at any time.
Why he made a Will in favour ofthe Museum is never stated,
but he was on good terms with Dr Harmer, the then Keeper
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Fig. I Painting by Hardman, captioned “Edward Heron-Allen. F.K.S., 1 92X”
Fig. 2 Photograph entitled “Arthur Earland F.R.M.S.. 1926”.
Both fiwn prints in the Micropalaeontology Section, British Museum (Nat. Hist.).
of Zoology, and was at the lime engaged in \tudying the
samples taken by the T c / m I V o i ~ r Expedition with which
Harmer was involved.
In 1925, Heron-Allen wrote to Harmer in some distress.
Apparmtly the conditions at his house in Selsey were not
ideal for the storage either of book\ (because of Blue Mould
infestation in his library) or specimens (because of the high
humidity caused by the sea fogs). He asked for permission
of the Trustee5 to temporarily house his collection at the
Museum for up to a year, which at his own risk, they agreed
to do, placing them in the Murray Oceanographic Room. In
Novenber I926 Heron-Allen presented his collection to the
Museum and the Trustees accepted i t in December of the
same y-ar. Heron-Allen asked, and this was agreed, that he
should be alllowed t o rearran,ge and remove certain specimens tor study when necessary. His final Will, on his death
in 1943. confirmed this Gift, but no mention of Earland’s
rights (sontained in the Will of 19 I S ) is repeated. At no time
are the contents of the Gift itemised.
2. Contents of the Collection
At the time of his 1Y26 Gift the items were not specified.
However, during a written dispute about the accommodation
lor this Collection, i n November 193 I , a list was prepared by
Heron- Allen of all his material housed in the Museum,
which, since some of the dates mentioned were post-1926.
must have been brought in sub\equent to the original Gift and
would be covered in his final Will of 194.3.

The following Type Slide\, with the dates referring to the
publications of Heron-Allen & Earland, were all probably
presented in 1926. (There are some discrepancies from
Heron-Allen’s list as noted in parentheses).
Scl\ey Bill l Y O 8 - l Y l I

Sonh Sea I Y 1 2 - I 9 1 7
(‘lare I\lantl 1013
North Sea 1Y13
Kcrimha Archipelayo
l Y l 4 & 191s
South C’ornwall I Y l h
We\[ Scotland I Y l h

IYIY (North Sea 1917)
Biarritf Blue Marl l Y l 9
7 r m i N , I W 1922
Nigeria I Y22

7/iiitoriiniiii(i

C‘or\ica 1Y23 I l U X i

I.ord Howe ] \ l a n d IY24
Filter Quarry. Moorahool IY I4

The following Type Slides, with date\ referring t o the
publications of the Heron-Allen & Earland. were probably
presented post- 1926.
South Atlantic IY’20- 1 Y 3 0
Antarctic ( D / uowrn )

Plymouth IY30

IY32(and i n progre\\at I h e t i m e HeronAIIcII‘\ letter w:i\ v,rilleni.

He claimed that there were in total over 800 Type Slides.
each containing up to 120 species. and they were all catalogued and indexed (both in the forin of Keys and card
indexes).
3. Nature of the Slide Preparations
The collection i y numbered up to and including T S 795,
although additional suffixes bring the total number of slides
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in the front of the Key.
to 874. The cavity slides contain, for the most part, faunal
ii. Index to the Contents of the Slide
associations. A few carry type and figured specimens only
This is found under the TS number in the body of the
(e.g. TS 625 A-C). Some contain examples of one genus (e.g.
Key. This shows the cell/square number, the genus and
Thurammina from the North Sea - TS 258). The slides
species or variety and sometimes indicates the proportion of
themselves, of which a selection is shown in Plate 1, norspecimens in the sample (i.e. R = rare, VR = very rare, F =
mally measure 3x1 inches (76 x 25mm) and were professionfrequent, C = common, VC = very common; these appear to
ally made, some of the later ones by Flatters & Garnet of
Manchester, but none bear a maker’s name except for some
be purely arbitrary estimations). Sometimes the number of
specimens is given if very rare (e.g. one).
of the earliest which are marked “Charles Elcock, Belfast”
and later ones “J.D. Siddall”, which were probably gifts.
In most cases the author of the species and/or variety is
given but it is usually abbreviated, e.g. Lagena marginah
The backgrounds are black (e.g. TS 40), sometimes are
W & B (= Walker & Boys) var. irregularis Sidebottom.
exposed photographic paper which is now browning (e.g. TS
62), or often black paper or card on which white lines are
Often a comment is added after a specific or varietal name
printed or etched (e.g. TS 143). Most squares are numbered.
(e.g. “trigonal” or “monstrous” or “worn” or “worn and
dead”, “one large fragment”, etc.). To save unnecessary
The black card may be overlaid with white paper punched to
show this black background (e.g. TS 579).
writing they often give abbreviated details of the locality
The frame is of cardboard (usually) or wood (very rarely).
under the Type Slide heading. The user of the Key is referred
The glass cover is held in position by a paper sheath. The
back to the opening pages of the Key where there is often
background had been variously treated with lacquer, gum
some sort of introduction, with Lists of Stations and Haul
arabic diluted with glycerine (Elcock slides), or photoNumbers set against locality details, e.g. Goldseeker Haul
graphic paper washed with human saliva before applying
22 = Noss Head, Moray Firth, N XW ‘/2 W 3‘,43 fathoms.
gum (see Heron-Allen, 1894). Others have unvarnished
B. List of Indices (Keys). The names of the Keys given
albumen paper, which Earland liked, or gelatin of which he
below are as they appear on the title page or binder spine. The
disapproved because the specimens tended to sink into it,
word ‘binder’ refers to a Walker Transfer Case.
making them difficult to study.
Key to Type Slides 1/477 (in binder)
The labels were individually printed for each major pubKey to North Sea Foraminifera dredged by the Fisheries
lication, some being made for Heron-Allen by Suttley &
Cruiser Goldseeker, Type Slides 13 1 - I72 (not in binder);
Siverlock of Blackfriars, London.
also Type Slides of Saccamminu sphaerica and
Where the number of species on a faunal slide exceeds the
Psammosphaera fusca
number of squares available they were doubled up, but
Key to Clare Island Survey, Type Slides 77-109, also 125
similar genera or species were normally kept separate.
and 126 (in binder)
Key to Kerimha Archipelago, Type Slides 173-208 (in
4. Curation of the Collection
A. The indices (Keys) to the Collection. Not only did
binder)
Heron-Allen & Earland prepare faunal slides but they made
Key to “Runa”, Type Slides 209-241 (in binder)
Key to ‘Terra Nova’ Expedition, Type Slides 269-353 (in
comprehensive indices (Keys) (see Plate 2). These comprise
binder)
the content of 1 1 loose-leaf Walker Transfer Cases of various
sizes (Size T 7’/2; T73’/2; T74’/2 and T 8), made by John
Key to ‘Discovery’Investigations (Part 1, Falkland Islands
Walker & Co., Faringdon House, Warwick Lane, London.
Area), Type Slides 478-525 (in binder)
The information is all handwritten in ink, in almost all cases
Key to ‘Discovery’ Invesrigations Part 2, South Georgia
in the hand of Heron-Allen (PI. 2, Figs. 1-4). Each have been
Area), Type Slides 525A-609 (in binder)
photocopied for everyday use, but unfortunately these copies
Key to ‘Discwery’ Investigations (Part 3 , Antarctic), Type
have not lasted so well as the original pen and ink. It is hoped
Slides 627-740 (in binder)
that this information will shortly be transferred to tape or disc
Key to Miscellaneous Type Slides 6 1 1-623 and 742-759 (in
storage.
binder)
Heron-Allen & Earland prepared these Keys with great
Key to British Recent Foraminijeru (in binder)
care. There are usually two parts to the Key: the index to
Key to Foraminifera qf the Plymouth District, Type Slides
genera and species, and the index to the slide contents.
399 and 400 and 469-477 (in envelope)
i. The Index of Genera and Species
Key to the ‘Terra Nova” Foraminifera, Type Slides 624These are alphabetically arranged and are followed
626 (in envelope)
by a sequence of numbers. For example, Psummosphaera
Key to Lord H o w Island South Pacific, Type Slide 373 (in
fusca, Type Slide 13I , cell 26, is normally written 13 1/26.
envelope)
Sometimes where there is a continuous sequence it is abbreIndex of Type Slides, numerically and geographically
viated even more, the first number of the Type Slide usually
arranged (in binder within an envelope).
being omitted (i.e. 3 1/26). This information is usually found
C. The Card Index. This is alphabetically arranged by
Explanation of Plate 1
Examples of some of the Heron-Allen & Earland Type Slides. TS 7 19E is the most common type; TS 408 was specially designed
like TS 480A, and is much wider than usual. TS 402 has most of the information written on the slide masked by the sheath.
All natural size.
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genera and species. The ‘black ink entries” are genera and
species recorded by Heron-Allen & Earland, while the “red
ink entries” are the genera and species discussed in notes to
other genera and species. This index contains only a basic
reference to the publication with page number (e.g. Bognor
2 16). It may indicate that the species is figured but gives no
details.

SUMMARY
The Heron-Allen & Earland Type Slide Collection provides a magnificent example of a late Victorian-early 20th
Century foraminiferal collection; the slides themselves and
the labelling are works of art, the faunas are beautifully and
painstakingly arranged and catalogued. To the specialist, it
allows each fauna to be viewed in its entirety and provides an
indexed pool of specimens, especially syntypes, for the
elucidation of phenotypic variation and for further studies.
This is particularly important for syntypes knowing that they
were selected by the author/s of the species in question and
thus coming within the confines of their species concept.
However, such a collection has its disadvantages. The
slides must be handled with great care to prevent displacement of specimens, especially the larger rounded forms.
Information covered by the paper sheath can only be seen
when the sheath is removed; this involves opening the slides
and putting the specimens at risk. The paper sheaths themselves, over half acentury old, are showing signs of wear, and
need constant repair. Finally the Keys need careful storage,
handling and conservation.
I t is hoped that this article will serve to publicise this
important collection. However, because of its nature it is not
suitable for loan. Interested bonujyde foraminifera1 workers.
visiting the Museum, are nevertheless encouraged to consult
it and where the need may arise, to borrow and photograph
individual specimens if they can be easily isolated from the
faunal slides.
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